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of the event
underlines the idea of
multiple potential
paths, of new nanative
structures made
possible by the
lntemet. ln the same

vein, CarolDallaire
assembles projects
comprised of digital
images ar:d texts in
Les lieux communs,
an ensemble of
albums which showease fictive characters pr:esented in an intipate way
I n I ntersections-con ionctisns, Karen Trask offers an autobiographical
story which also treats the issue of identity. The Love Monev Weather
Proiect by Petra Mueller takes the form of an intimate joumal where
meteorological conditions q ual itatively transform the affirmations wh ich
accompany them. ln a completely different tone, Liquidation created by
writer Michel Lefebvre and photographer Eva Quintas, functions like a
humourous
fiction vras also transmifted on the
and it is possiHe to listen to
pre-recorded episodes. The
launching af the CB-Rcrn prototype
version of the projectwasield at
Galerie Skolon May 1st 1998.
Studia XX's site welcomes
numerous Web projects created by
women in its section Niqht Lisht
and in that cf the festivalMaid in
Cvbespace. Certain works are
interested specifi eally in the lapport
that women have with technotogy.
Most of the artists,benefit frcm the
support of the centre and in fact
produce works of a great variety.
Again, rn*ny works are orcEnised
by text and image. Certain insistant
themes can be discemed. For
example, a lot of importance is
placed on exchange in the project
by Jeannette Lambert and Raquel
Rivera, Emerginq from Erasure or in that of Jessica R. Carpenter,
Jennifer. This theme defines the formal aspect of the works and
accentuates the exchange from person to person, which is characteristic
of the medium.

Among the prcjets by Catherine
McGovem, coordinator of the
programmation at Studio)O(, Once in
explores the boundaries of space
with the help of photographs and tex{,
transporting us to diverce landscapes
and foreign places. Many works take
this apprcach ta the medium. More
specifieally, they are interested in the
definition and the apprehension of a
new space, in cyberspace, and evoke it in a metaphoric way through
travel, for example. The work by Leah Lazariuk, Virtual Squat also
questions this new space in a totally differenl way, inl4olrosing to the
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v:sitor to conceive of it as an altemative space and to act in a nomadic
way. The project Amazone by Pascale Trudel constitutes another
excellenl example,lhrough integrating animated images and sound.
Daniel Villeneuve's site shows a succession of spaces which transpose
an installation presented at the Musr5e d'art contemporain in 1997.
Through borrowing the form of a voyage as
well, Lune Noire by Jean-Pierre Thomin is a
Web version of a project whhh questions the
boundaries of space and tirne in making
reference to the train, another older form of
transport. La Borne interadive {100% carton)
by Yann S6randour, is the cybernetie version
of a projeet presented within the frarnework of
a recent manifestation [n Rennes. The umrlq
creates affiliations between physical obiects
sent through the mail and images cf unusual
objects transmitted by electronic mail. Restau
U Diion by Mictrdle Waquant also proposes:a
Web vercion of an exhibition. The progressive
multiplicaticn of a photograph creates a Rew
mosaic, identifying it to the fragrnentation of
the digital image, and therefore tolhe space
of the screen, lsabelle Hayeur's work
Siliamais also constitutes an exploration of
space through the use of landscape.

Finally, other Brcjects focus
essentially on interactivity,
on an adive echange with
the visitor. This is the case with the worft iy Greg
Garvey, The Automatic Confession Machine, which
we have already commented on in an earlier editisn,
The same artist proposes another project of tfie sarne
nature, Gender Bender which functions like a
personality tes* which reveals the masculine andlor feminine side of tfre
visitor. Dreamed" by Fr6derick Belzile invites surferc to share their
dreams. In the same vein of ideas, Pascale Malaterre proposes to
visitorc to create their own "EXl{ote and to see those transmitted by
other
As for the site DoyonlDemers created by
performance artis*s Hdldne Doyon and
Jean-Piene Denners, it allows visitorcto
lndiscipli**ire; construct objects frorn models offerd sn tfie

se*s r*asciplinc fixe
et indiscipli*6

and Eric Mattson is i
which allows the visitor to conceive
a virtual lineage with personalities
fram diverse artistic and political
milieus.

As is the case throughout the world,
more and more a*ists from Qu6bec
are turning towards the Intemet.
Many of the artists who are
interested in this medium are
already known for other types of production. They come from disciplines
such as photography, video, or other domains which implicate image
technology. Still otherc have exploited numerous styles in their previous
work by incorporating image and sound within installations or
performances. ln a general way, these practices are charaterised by the
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expansion of the work in time. ln mme way, these artists have tumed
towards the lntemet because their interests have naturally brought them
there. They find in this medium new possibilities which permit them to
prolong their reflection, their artistic research and to pass beyond the
boundaries of their disciplines.

Sylvie Parent
'These urorl(s are presented in greater detail in the sec*ion Artuorks on the Web of the cunent
edition of the Electronb tvUgazine.
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